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From the Publishers
Dear Readers,
This issue of Enforce marks our first publication since
the passing of the inimitable Gene Anderson. Gene
was a marvelous man, and although we got the chance
to know him well for only a short time, we knew his
stellar reputation in the years following the birth of
the firm we started more than a decade ago. We were
honored to meet him in 2008 and learn that he was
interested in merging our law firms. Gene told us he
DAVID E. WOOD AND DAVID P. BENDER JR.
had been a regular reader of Enforce and thought it
was an excellent way of telling the story of insurance recovery practice. It was a humbling comment, coming
from the man who truly “wrote the book” on insurance policy enforcement. (Enforce, Volume 7, Issue 1)
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Gene’s legacy lives on in the halls of Anderson Kill & Olick, a
firm stamped to an unusual degree with its founder’s values
and approach to legal work. Three working generations of
attorneys at Anderson Kill have imbibed Gene’s principles of
painstaking devotion to client service, prodigious work ethic and
(in the insurance recovery group) unitary focus on the rights of
corporate policyholders adverse to insurance companies that
power our firm in the new millennium. Gene would approve.
Time marches on with this magazine, the undisputed leader in
the scholarship of insurance recovery. In this issue of Enforce,
we look at an emerging trend in shareholder litigation by
stockholders of public companies who sue when they feel
their company was sold at fire-sale prices. Our attorneys also
dissect seminal issues in directors and officers coverage, fidelity
insurance and employment practices coverage in wage and hour
disputes.

We are indebted to Gene Anderson for the ground-breaking
work he did in this field, and for the fine example he set as founder of insurance recovery. His are big shoes to
fill. We commend this issue of Enforce to our readership, as we dedicate ourselves to meeting and exceeding
Gene’s standards.
Sincerely,
David E. Wood		
dwood@andersonkill.com

David P. Bender Jr.
dbender@andersonkill.com
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Tribute To Gene Anderson

(1927–2010), a Policyholder’s Best Friend
By Amy Bach

I

t was with profound grief that I learned on July
30, 2010, that my dear friend and cherished colleague, Eugene R. Anderson, the founding partner
of the policyholder’s champion law firm Anderson
Kill & Olick, had passed away. After nearly 20 years
of working in close partnership with Gene to forge
United Policyholders’ Amicus Project, it’s hard for
me to imagine policyholder advocacy without Gene.
Though Gene Anderson was the most chivalrous of
men, when I first met him I said something that made
him take umbrage. In the process, I learned a basic
principle that has been instrumental to United Policyholders’ success in advancing policyholders’ interests.
We met in 1991 when I was working for a law firm
that was serving as local counsel in California for
an Anderson Kill client. My day job was working
as an attorney with the firm; my hobby and passion
was running United Policyholders, a nonprofit I
had cofounded to help individuals get a fair shake
on their insurance policies and claims.

thousands of hours in the enterprise, mobilizing
the whole of Anderson Kill’s preeminent insurance
recovery practice in support. While we now have
over 30 firms on our roster as volunteer drafters, for
many years we had just two — and Anderson Kill,
led by Gene, did the lion’s share of the labor. Anderson Kill remains the most steadfast and generous
of our Amicus Project supporters. When UP was a
struggling shoestring operation, Anderson Kill was
a pillar of support — at times our lone pillar.

“

I set Gene off when I said, “I understand that you represent commercial policyholders.” His response, “No! I
represent policyholders — period.” He went on to explain,
passionately, that policyholders of all kinds share an interest in countering the structural advantages that insurance companies bring to the claims resolution process.
That insight had a profound practical effect, as
Gene became the moving force behind United
Policyholders’ Amicus Project, through which UP
files briefs advancing the policyholder’s view in
insurance coverage disputes throughout the United
States. We weigh in where the result is likely to impact insurance policyholders and insurance law.
In the nearly 20 years since that first meeting, we
have filed over 300 amicus briefs. Gene invested
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I set Gene off when I said,
‘I understand that you
represent commercial
policyholders.’ His response,
‘No! I represent
policyholders — period.’ .

”

In honor of Gene’s vision, dedication and extraordinary contributions to advancing the interests of insureds, our Amicus Project is now officially named
the Eugene Anderson Amicus Project.
We live in a world where insurance companies litigate against their insureds on a daily basis and with a
preponderance of firepower. Court decisions that hold
insurance companies to their broad duties of defending and indemnifying policyholders are critically important to the public and to our economy. Anderson
Kill has authored many of the most significant, highimpact UP amicus briefs, the briefs that advanced
important principles and of which I am most proud.

Among these, the most dramatic was the U.S. Supreme
Court decision in Humana Inc. v. Forsyth (1999), holding that application of RICO against Humana Health
Insurance of Nevada did not impair Nevada insurance
laws regulating insurance company fraud or claims
mishandling. The Supreme Court specifically cited UP’s
brief for the proposition that “insurance companies,
too, have relied on the statute when they were the fraud
victim.” The Humana decision embodied numerous
other arguments advanced in the brief that Anderson
Kill prepared for UP, which argued that:
1. application of RICO treble damages against
fraudulent insurance company practices did not
impair state insurance regulatory schemes;
2. such state schemes were never intended to be
exclusive avenues for remedying insurance
company fraud;
3. under state insurance regulatory schemes,
including Nevada’s, policyholders were free to
independently pursue non-insurance statutory
and common law remedies,
which also provide for punitive damages; and
4. RICO treble damages
actually complemented
state regulation of insurance company fraud,
including Nevada’s
regulatory activities.
In most states a policyholder
victimized by a bad-faith
insurance coverage denial
can recover consequential
damages, but not, historically, in my home state of New York. That’s
why UP’s amicus contribution (authored by Gene) to a
2008 policyholder victory in Bi-Economy Market, Inc. v.
Harleysville Insurance Company of New York, et al (2008),
was so important.
Reversing a New York Supreme Court decision upheld by the Appellate Division, the New York Court
of Appeals held that “it is well settled that in breach of
contract actions ‘the nonbreaching party may recover
general damages which are the natural and probable
consequence of the breach’” and that “when an insured
. . . suffers additional damages as a result of an insurer’s
excessive delay or improper denial, the insurance company should stand liable for these damages.” The deci-

sion closely tracked the Anderson Kill amicus in distinguishing between a policy exclusion for consequential
losses, which refer to delay caused by third parties, and
consequential damages, “which include those additional
damages caused by a carrier’s injurious conduct.”
I could go on and describe many more such victories,
but these two make my point, and Gene’s: that effective advocacy for any policyholder benefits all policyholders, making it more likely that they will receive
the coverage they paid for when they need it most.
Decisions subjecting insurance companies to RICO or
holding them liable for bad faith have a positive effect
on industry practice across all lines of insurance.
In my decades of close collaboration with Gene, I
learned that corporate and individual policyholders not only have common interests, their efforts
reinforce each other’s. Some courts and judges are
interested primarily in protecting individuals; some
lean toward protecting businesses. Both preferences
present opportunities for a policyholder’s attorney
with the right radar. Embracing the unity of policyholder interests has widened our strategic options.
Gene’s passion on behalf of policyholders channeled
a lifelong determination to fight for the underdog —
a drive that explains how he managed essentially to
invent a new area of legal practice by pioneering and
perfecting his arguments against recurring insurance
company defenses against coverage. Gene took on cases
and causes other people thought were hopeless. He
fought through the decades against deep-pocketed insurance industry opponents. And more often than not,
his strategic vision and tenacity paid off and he won.
For nearly 20 years, Gene has been one of the most
important people in my working life — a phenomenal
source of support and inspiration. I always found him a
man of few words and laser-like focus. He went straight
to the heart of a problem and never beat around the
bush. His rock-solid long-term commitment to United
Policyholders gets much of the credit for why the organization is thriving today. Gene never wavered in the belief
that the organization was important, necessary and was
going to make it. His faith and grit were critical for me,
and for UP. His legacy will continue to grow and benefit
insurance consumers for generations to come. s
Amy Bach has been a professional advocate for insurance consumers since 1984 and an attorney since
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Insurance Coverage
for the Ripple Effect

from the Japanese Earthquake
and Tsunami
By Finley Harckham

A

lthough the disastrous Japanese earthquake
and tsunami thankfully had very little immediate physical impact on the United States,
many companies here will suffer serious economic
consequences in the weeks and months to come.
Damage to Japanese manufacturing facilities,
roads, railroads and ports will result in unfilled
orders for products and component parts, leaving some American companies to scramble to find
alternate suppliers, and to pay higher prices. Other
corporations here will lose access to markets in
Japan. Many companies have insurance coverage
for their lost profits resulting from such disasters,
even when there is no damage to their own property. This coverage is called contingent business
interruption and contingent extra expense insurance, and is commonly included in commercial
property policies. These types of insurance can be
very valuable in times like these, but the coverage is
narrowly defined and may be subject to sublimits.

What is Contingent Business Interruption Insurance?

Contingent business interruption insurance is
a form of business interruption, or lost profits,
coverage. Unlike regular business interruption
coverage, which is triggered by loss of, or damage to, the policyholder’s own insured property,
contingent business interruption coverage is trig-
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gered by damage to the property of third parties
who are not insureds under the policy. Typically,
contingent business interruption insurance responds when there has been damage to the property of the policyholder’s suppliers or customers.
For example, several years ago an explosion at a
factory in Japan destroyed the only production
facility in the world for a specialty chemical used
in products for cleaning computer chips. The loss
of that supply forced the American manufacturer
of the cleaning solution to use different ingredients. This had an impact upon prices and sales,
and it reduced profits. The profits lost as a result of
the explosion at the supplier’s plant were covered
by the American company’s contingent business
interruption coverage.

What are the Requirements for Contingent
Business Interruption Coverage?

Contingent business interruption coverage is triggered when two basic requirements have been met.
First, under most contingent business interruption
coverages, the damage which triggers the loss must
have been suffered by a supplier or customer of
the insured. Often, whether this requirement has
been met is clear, but there are gray areas as well.
For example, after flooding in the Mississippi River,

“

Based upon [ArcherDaniels-Midland Co. v.
Phoenix Assurance Co.],
policyholders would
have a good argument
that damage to a port in
Japan which prevented
the shipping of products
to the U.S. or into Japan
fulfills the requirement of
damage to a supplier.

”

Archer Daniel Midlands (ADM) suffered a loss because it could not move crops to its food-processing plants by barge along the flooded waterways. It
submitted a claim for contingent business interruption coverage, arguing that there had been damage
to docks and dams operated by the Army Corps of
Engineers, and that the Corps was a “supplier” of
services to ADM. A federal court agreed, noting
that ADM paid fees to the Corps for using its facilities, which brought the Corps within the insurance
policy’s coverage for loss resulting from physical
damage suffered by a supplier. (Archer-DanielsMidland Co. v. Phoenix Assur. Co., 936 F. Supp. 534
[S.D. Ill. 1996]). Based upon this case, policyholders would have a good argument that damage to
a port in Japan which prevented the shipping of
products to the United States or into Japan fulfills
the requirement of damage to a supplier.
Uncertainty may also arise as to whether damage
has been suffered by a customer. Many products
are sold through distributors to retail establishments and then on to end users. An argument
could be made that anyone who receives the prod-

uct along that chain is the manufacturer’s customer. Some insurance policies limit the uncertainty
by defining customers as end users, but some do
not. Even such a definition does not eliminate
potential ambiguity, such as where a product is
purchased and then incorporated into a larger
product, such as a transmission for a car. Faced
with uncertainty, policyholders should analyze
their coverage in light of the legal rules of insurance policy interpretation that grants of coverage
are to be interpreted broadly, and that exclusions
are to be interpreted narrowly.
Second, contingent business interruption coverage is only provided if the physical damage to the
suppliers’ or customers’ property which triggered
the loss would have been covered if it had happened to the policyholder’s own property, and from
the same cause. For example, if a supplier’s factory was destroyed in an earthquake, an American
policyholder will only have coverage for a resulting
loss of profits if it has earthquake insurance for
its own property. Likewise, if a Japanese supplier’s
facility was destroyed by a tsunami, the American
company will only have contingent business interruption coverage for a resulting loss if it has flood
insurance.
Whether the U.S. policyholder has the appropriate
coverage for its own property can be a complicated
issue. Many companies have earthquake coverage
for their facilities in California, but not elsewhere
in the country. Also, many have flood insurance for
specifically designated flood zones. If the policyholder has substantial operations that are not included within those coverages, an insurance company might argue that it does not have the needed
coverage to respond to a contingent business interruption loss stemming from the disaster in Japan.
There is very little guidance from the courts on this
issue, but it seems that the policyholder would have
the better argument as long as it has earthquake or
flood insurance for its facilities that are subject to
those risks.
Continued next page
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Contingent business interruption coverage is often
subject to sublimits that are substantially lower than
the overall amount of coverage under a policy. When
faced with insufficient limits, the policyholders
should carefully review their policies for other contingent coverages for damage to third-party property, such as coverage for lack of access due to orders
of civil authority or physical inability to gain access
to premises. These coverages are commonly applied
where there is an inability to gain access to the policyholder’s own premises, but some policies extend
that coverage to contingent business interruption.

What Should Policyholders Be Doing About Their
Contingent Business Interruption and Contingent Extra
Expense Losses?

What is Contingent Extra Expense Insurance?

Many companies that lack in-house insurance
professionals fall prey to the belief that a complex
business interruption loss can be handled by an
in-house accountant and an insurance broker.
Those assumptions are often misguided, because
preparing and pursuing a large insurance claim is a
unique exercise that is closely linked to the arcane
and often ambiguous language of an insurance
contract. A policyholder needs a team of experts to
prepare the claim and aggressively negotiate on the
policyholder’s behalf.

Contingent extra expense coverage is extra expense
insurance that applies when costs are incurred as
a result of a business interruption caused by damage to the property of a supplier or customer. Like
ordinary extra expense coverage, contingent extra
expense insurance may be issued in one of two basic forms: (1) for extra expense to reduce loss, and
(2) for “pure” extra expense. The more common
coverage insures only against extraordinary costs
incurred to minimize or prevent a contingent business interruption loss. For example, in the example
given above involving the destruction of a chemical manufacturing plant, contingent extra expense
to reduce loss insurance would cover expenses
incurred to find alternative ingredients at higher
prices than the lost supply. Coverage for pure extra
expense includes costs to minimize loss, but also
insures against a wider scope of expenses incurred
as a result of damage to the third party’s property.
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Presenting and pursuing claims for contingent
business interruption and contingent extra expense
requires expertise, a plan and aggressive execution. The time to begin those efforts is now, without
waiting the weeks or months it might take to determine the scope of the loss.

Assemble a Team of Experts

The policyholder’s team for pursuing a contingent business interruption or extra expense must
provide expertise in both calculating lost income
and policy analysis. Some companies have risk
managers and other personnel who know how to
prepare an income loss claim, but this can often
be a much more complicated process than it may
appear to someone who handles insurance as just
one of a number of other functions. So policy-

“

Pursuing a large
insurance claim is a
unique exercise which
is closely linked to the
arcane and often
ambiguous language of
an insurance contract.
A policyholder needs a
team of experts . . .

•

holders should consider retaining an accountant
who specializes in the preparation of business
interruption claims for policyholders. Whoever
prepares the claim must have a thorough understanding of property insurance forms and coverages. This is an important reason for employing
loss-adjustment specialists and, where the scope
of coverage is unclear, obtaining legal advice on
policy interpretation.

•

”

Develop a Strategy For Dealing With the
Insurance Company

The loss adjustment process is like an old-fashioned
lawn mower; it needs to be pushed hard to yield
results. The policyholder’s team must develop and
implement a plan for preparing the claim, cooperating with the insurance company in the adjustment process, and negotiating disputed items.
Every plan should include, among other things:
•

•

•

wherever possible, provide the insurer with
prior written notification of major expenses for
which you seek coverage; and
procedures to ensure prompt responses to
insurer requests for information. The most
common explanation of insurance adjusters for
inaction on a claim is that the policyholder has
not provided needed information. This is often
just an excuse for delay, but the policyholder
should do whatever it can to avoid giving the
insurer that argument.

Policyholders should also:
•

consider preparing and submitting the claim
in installments if the entire loss cannot be
compiled quickly, and request partial payments as losses are substantiated and costs are
incurred; and
attempt to resolve coverage issues while the
claim is being adjusted. Those issues are much
more likely to be resolved if they are addressed
when other issues are being negotiated, rather
than saving them for the end of the process
because they are problematic.

Following these steps will allow you to influence
the pace of the adjustment process, avoid forfeiture
of coverage for noncompliance with obligations
under the contract, and hopefully obtain payment
within a reasonable timeframe. s
Finley Harckham is a senior shareholder in the New
York office of the law firm of Anderson Kill & Olick,
P.C.

compliance with contractual requirements for
notice of loss and proof of loss, and contractual limitations periods for suits or arbitrations
against the insurer. Deadlines for filing proofs
of loss and lawsuits can be extended by agreement, which should be done in writing;
frequent communication with the insurance
adjuster to try to develop a partnership approach to resolving the coverage claim. All
important communications should be in writing, or memorialized in writing after the fact, to
preserve a record of the adjustment process;
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You Sold it for What?
New Trend in Suits by
Shareholders Who Claim
Company Was Sold
For Too Little

E

veryone remembers the famous movie teaser
for Jaws 2: “Just when you thought it was safe
to go back in the water . . .” It applies to trends
emerging in lawsuits by shareholders and regulators, trends that have significant implications for
directors and officers liability coverage.
According to studies by both Advisen and Stanford
University, securities lawsuits relating to the credit
crisis may have peaked, but are being overtaken by
a new trend. Advisen notes a substantial increase in
the number of suits filed by shareholders claiming
breach of fiduciary duty in the sale of the company.
These suits are usually filed by shareholders of an
acquired company who claim the sellers sold out
for a low-ball offer, cheating them of the gains they
deserved. Perhaps this is no surprise. Company
values are low in this business environment. Buyers
with capital to purchase companies are demanding bargain basement prices. And shareholders are
looking for an edge to increase their share value.
Shareholder plaintiff attorneys are plentiful and all
too eager to represent them in breach of fiduciary
responsibility suits. More and more of these cases,
according to Advisen, are being filed in friendly
state courts, rather than in courts traditionally
thought favorable to shareholder litigation, such as
federal courts and more conservative state courts.
Coupled with the BP oil spill suits and the winding
down of credit crisis-related suits, these new actions seem likely to combine to form another new
record for securities lawsuits in 2011.
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The Worst Might be Yet to Come And the Worst
Might Not be Over

Companies are just beginning to feel the effects
of the Dodd-Frank Act passed in 2010, which
expanded the Securities and Exchange Commission’s and Department of Justice’s ability to enforce
federal securities legislation with respect to fraudulent activities of U.S. companies doing business out
of the country. The SEC has begun collecting public
comment and conducting a study on whether to
extend the federal anti-fraud laws to cover a company’s behavior outside the U.S. In addition, states
are beginning to react to this trend by filing suits
in state court against companies on fraud charges.
While some local officials are filing such suits
to stop potential criminal activity, some believe
another motivation for such suits is to fill depleted
state bank accounts with the enforcement settlements that can result from such suits.
Fortunately, insurance markets appear to have
reacted well to these trends, as D&O insurers eager
for new business compete for the best risks. This is
leading to favorable pricing in markets, making the
expansion in D&O liability exposure a little easier
to swallow.
The new regulatory environment is a gamechanger for companies and their D&O insurers.
For instance, the SEC recently issued rules about
compensation for company executives and when a

formality of an SEC or DOJ investigation. When an
investigation is informal (meaning that no subpoena has been served or formal court document has
been filed), the target rarely perceives the informality. A company or individual director or officer
can be called upon to produce millions of documents, at substantial cost, when cooperating with
an “informal” SEC investigation. Not cooperating
is not much of an option, because regulators often
decide whether or not to prosecute based on a respondent’s relative helpfulness. Yet most traditional
D&O policies cover only the costs of responding to
a formal investigation, leaving a key component of
loss – the cost of responding to an informal investigation, which can run into the millions — an
uncovered by insurance and expensive albatross
around a company’s neck.

“

A company or
individual director or
officer can be called
upon to produce
millions of documents,
at substantial cost,
when cooperating with
an ‘informal’ SEC
investigation.

Very recently, several insurance carriers began
to offer coverage for informal investigations. The
coverage is expensive and as yet untested in the
marketplace. Many companies will watch from the
sidelines for awhile before buying this coverage, letting others be the guinea pigs.
As for the future of such suits: representatives on
an Advisen webinar said to watch out for the regulators’ favorite whipping boy of the year. In 2010 it
appeared to be for-profit colleges and universities.
Once federal regulators start going after a targeted
sector, state prosecutors often follow. And plaintiffs’
attorneys will not be far behind. s

”

company must disclose business climate changes.
Dodd-Frank might also encourage more of these
investigations because the financial incentives for
so-called whistleblowers have grown. A person
who provides the SEC with substantial leads can
recover a large amount of money if the SEC investigation results in recovery of more than $1 million.
Another effect that robust regulatory activity has
on the D&O insurance market lies in the relative
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Don’t Get Robbed
of Your Fidelity Coverage
By David E. Wood and Caroline R. Hurtado

I

n hard economic times, employee theft and fraud
generally spike upward. The recent Great Recession and ensuing weak recovery have been no
exception. For companies victimized by dishonest
employees — or in some cases, merely erring ones
— fidelity insurance can provide a lot of welcome
protection.
But, while fidelity insurers market their products
with fanfare suggesting broad coverage, the reality
is that most crime carriers and bonding companies read their policies narrowly — often far more
narrowly than these policies warrant. To obtain the
coverage it pays for, a fidelity insurance policyholder must be vigilant at three points of vulnerability:
(1) the application process, (2) the notification of
loss, and (3) common insurance company defenses
to coverage.

Avoiding Rescission

The application process is a critical component in
obtaining effective fidelity insurance. The insurance company often looks back to representations
made in the application process seeking a basis for
denying a claim — or even worse, rescission. While
a policyholder must always be careful about representations and warranties made in an application
for a fidelity bond, there are limits to how far an
insurer can go in punishing a policyholder for what
may be an innocent error in its application.
An insurer relies on facts stated in an application to
evaluate the risks being insured. The policyholder
must fully disclose all facts that will be material in
the underwriting process. To be the basis for rescission, the facts allegedly misstated by a policyholder
in the application must have been material to the
insurer’s underwriting of the risk.
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The great majority of fidelity bonds and commercial
crime policies cover one common risk: losses caused
by employee dishonesty. Often they also cover fraud
losses caused by others in a variety of loss scenarios
tailored to specific industries. The application is the
first place an insurance company goes when assessing just how likely these kinds of losses will be, so
it can price the policy correctly. In the application
process, a fidelity insurer may ask about the trustworthiness of the policyholder’s employees (for
example, does the company do pre-employment
background checks?), and the internal controls in
place to prevent employee and third party fraud (is
the company’s alarm system regularly checked to
ensure it is operational? Do employees take consecutive two-week vacations every year?).
These areas of inquiry give the underwriter a
checklist that, depending on the answers, lets
him or her know whether the prospective insured
meets the criteria set out by the carrier for accepting the risk.
But when the application contains misstatements
of fact, it becomes a potential time bomb. In some
states, unintentional but material mistakes in the
application do not give the insurance company
a defense to coverage. In these jurisdictions, the
insured can avoid coverage only if a material misstatement was made intentionally, to mislead the
underwriter. In many other states, however, material errors in the application on which the underwriter relied give the insurer a complete defense to
coverage, even if the mistakes were unintentional
or even avoidable. These “no fault” states allow
the carrier to rescind coverage — giving back the
premium and calling off the contract as if it had
never been made — based solely on the insurance

company’s proof that the misstatement was material and that the underwriter relied upon it.
Many applications ask the insured to submit its latest
audited financial statements with the application.
If the financial statements later have to be restated
to correct some mistake material enough to require
amendment, the insured may be vulnerable to a claim
involving the original mistaken representations. In
this circumstance, if the insurer wants to get off the
risk, it will give back the premium and rescind, cutting
off coverage for all claims arising under the policy. If
it wants to keep the premium, it will simply deny the
claim at hand. Either way, the policyholder faces loss
of coverage in the face of a claim.
When an insurer gives notice of rescission based on
misstated fact in the application, this usually means
that the carrier-policyholder relationship has broken down irretrievably. Avoiding this result means
taking the application process very seriously, taking
all possible precautions to ensure accuracy in the
facts reported to the underwriter.

Send Notice and Information Early and Often

After the application process, the next danger zone
in obtaining coverage under fidelity insurance lies
in the process of submitting notice of claim. Upon
discovery of a theft or fraud, the policyholder
should immediately send notice of the loss to its
insurance broker and its insurer. Speed is imperative, as policies often specify that notice shall be
given to the insurance company within thirty days
of discovery of loss — and in some cases within as
little as seven days. In some states, failure to comply
with this notice provision can result in forfeiture,
even if the insurance company is not prejudiced by
the delay. Even in less Draconian jurisdictions, it is
best to avoid the possibility of costly litigation over
notice by giving notice as promptly as possible.
In consultation with the broker, the policyholder
must systematically identify all policies that may
cover all or part of the loss. That may include general liability policies with forgery endorsements (if
the loss creates an actual or potential third party
exposure), all-risk properties with loss of property
coverage, or property policies with theft coverage. Often the applicable policy will be the more
tailored coverages, such as a financial institution
bond. The policyholder should make sure the

broker confirms that all potentially responsible
insurance companies have been notified within the
notice period, and back up the broker with direct
notices of claim.
As important as timely notice is assembling the
documents and proof necessary to establish the
amount of the loss, here too, time is of the essence.
The Standard Form No. 24 Financial Institution
Bond (the form specifically designed for banks)
states that proof of loss must be furnished within
six months of discovery of the loss.

Don’t Take No For An Answer

Once notice has been given, the next stage in the
road to full recovery entails successfully resisting
the insurance company’s often overbroad assertion
of coverage defenses. One common coverage trap
under commercial fidelity policies is the so-called
“inventory loss exclusion,” which insurers invoke
to contend that they have no obligation to pay for
theft losses proven through inventory records. In
the insurer’s view, the policyholder’s own inventory is an unreliable source of information for
calculating an employee dishonesty loss. But often
there is other evidence (surveillance videotape, for
instance) of the nature and amount of the loss that,
standing by itself, might be a less effective source of
proof than inventory.
While inventory records cannot be the exclusive
documentation of a loss, so long as there is independent proof of dishonesty, policyholders may
still use their own inventory records to establish the
value of stolen property. Properly construed, the
inventory loss exclusion has a much narrower application than insurers claim for it.
For many businesses, protection from loss stemming from fraud or theft is a core insurance need.
As with many lines of insurance, however, risk
management on this front merely begins with the
purchase of the appropriate type and amount of
coverage. To obtain the coverage they paid for,
policyholders must be vigilant in the application
process, in the prompt and thorough submission
of the claim, and in response to all-too-common
insurance industry defenses. s
David E. Wood and Caroline R. Hurtado are shareholders of Anderson Kill Wood & Bender, P.C.
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Five Practical Tips

For Maximizing Your D&O Insurance
Coverage in the Wake of the
Great Recession
By William G. Passannante and Raymond A. Mascia Jr.

T

he economic turmoil and corporate dislocation
of the last two years underscore the need for directors and officers to take appropriate steps to
maximize their directors and officers (D&O) liability insurance. In the wake of the collapse of the U.S.
credit market, directors and officers will continue
to face an increase in bankruptcy litigation, shareholder claims, securities class actions, regulatory
investigations and suits, and even criminal investigations and prosecutions. Complicating matters
further, the economic crisis has resulted in a “soft”
D&O market characterized by lower premiums,
and consequently, stricter claims review and an
increase in coverage denials by insurance companies. Even if your company has emerged relatively
unharmed from the economic crisis of the Great
Recession, your directors and officers will want a
world-class D&O insurance program that will see
them through the worst-case scenario. Set forth
below are five practical tips for getting the most out
of your D&O liability insurance.

1. Think D&O

When faced with a suit threatening substantial
liability and legal expense, directors and officers
should look to D&O insurance. Most D&O policies
broadly insure against losses arising out of “wrongful acts” committed by a corporation, its directors
and officers and other high-ranking employees.
Typically, D&O policies broadly define wrongful
acts as “any act, error, misstatement or omission,
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neglect or breach of duty” committed by the directors or officers while serving in that capacity.
Moreover, D&O insurance policies function as
“litigation insurance,” in that they advance legal
fees and costs for defending claims against directors and officers. For these reasons, an effective
D&O insurance program is a crucial component to
effective risk management in the face of increased
scrutiny from courts, shareholders and government
regulators.

2. Manage the D&O Claims Process

Manage the D&O claims process by understanding how your D&O liability insurance company
will respond to a claim. When a D&O claim is
submitted, the insurance company typically will
issue a reservation-of-rights letter that raises all
possible defenses to coverage. Such letters are
often long, strongly termed statements arguing the

“

Policyholders
should be prepared to
resist the purported,
often overblown, defenses
asserted in an insurance
company’s reservationof-rights letter. .

”

insurance company’s position that coverage may
be denied or substantially reduced. These letters
often quote extensively from the policy and list
insurance policy exclusions that the insurance
company contends are potentially applicable to
the claim. Such assertions often have little basis
in fact and are recited in an improper attempt to
protect the financial self-interest of the insurance
company.

3. Do Not Accept Coverage Denials

Policyholders should be prepared to resist the
purported, often overblown, defenses asserted in
an insurance company’s reservation of rights letter.
Below are some examples of coverage defenses that
insurance companies often assert inappropriately.

The “Insured vs. Insured” Exclusion: The socalled “insured vs. insured” exclusion, which is
commonly found in D&O insurance policies, often
purports to preclude D&O coverage for claims by
an insured against another, though there are many
forms of this exclusion. The exclusion originated
in the early 1980s in response to collusive attempts
to obtain D&O coverage for losses resulting from
the acts of insureds. Thus, the exclusion is widely
interpreted to prevent only collusive lawsuits by a
corporation against its officials.
Policyholders should be aware of two instances
where insurance companies have asserted this
exclusion:
1. I nsurance companies improperly have argued
that the exclusion precludes coverage when a
regulatory agency or statutory receiver, such
as the FDIC, sues a former director or officer.
However, most courts have held that the exclusion does not apply in these situations because
the exclusion is designed and intended to prevent collusive lawsuits between insureds. Regulatory agencies and receivers are sufficiently
adverse parties to a corporation and its officials,
not insureds, and thus, lawsuits brought by
them against directors and officers cannot be
collusive in nature.
2. Insurance companies improperly have asserted
that the insured vs. insured exclusion precludes
coverage for claims brought by a bankruptcy
trustee or a creditors’ committee against directors and officers on behalf of the corporation.
According to the Administrative Office for
the U.S. Courts, business bankruptcy filings
remained high in the year ending March 31,
2010, totaling 61,148 compared to 49,091 in
the year prior. Given the risks of these arguments, one approach might be an exception (or
a “carve-out”) to the insured vs. insured exclusion for suits brought by a bankruptcy trustee
or creditor.
Regulatory Exclusions: The regulatory exclusion
purports to deny coverage for suits brought by
any governmental, quasi-governmental or selfregulatory agency. These exclusions proliferated in
the wake of the savings and loan crisis of the 1980s
and were often found in D&O policies issued to
Continued next page
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financial institutions. According to a 1995 estimate,
50–75 percent of D&O policies sold to banks contained regulatory exclusions. In recent years they
have become much rarer as the D&O market softened and memory of the prior crisis faded. However, with the number of failed financial institutions
rising daily, policyholders should expect a resurgence of the regulatory exclusion and be prepared
to defend against it.

“

Pay close attention
to any and all notice
provisions contained
in your insurance
policies and comply
with them. Insurance
companies routinely
deny insurance coverage
by arguing that the
policyholder did not
furnish timely notice.

”

If your policy does contain this exclusion, closely
examine its wording. In some cases, the policy will
name specific regulatory agencies; in others, not.
While some courts have upheld the applicability of
regulatory exclusions, others have determined the
language to be ambiguous and refused to preclude
coverage. Moreover, in cases in the wake of the savings and loan crisis, government regulators themselves successfully defended against the regulatory
exclusion as against the public policy supporting
the ability of federal regulators to sue directors and
officers that have committed wrongful acts.
Bad Acts Exclusion: Almost all D&O policies
include exclusions that purport to deny coverage
for liability arising from fraud, criminal acts or
intentional misconduct. Claims against directors
and officers often include allegations of fraud and
self-dealing, and insurance companies sometimes
improperly argue that, to the extent that the di-
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rectors and officers were acting with a selfish or
fraudulent intent, any resulting liability falls under
this exclusion. Policyholders should keep in mind
that the law is clear: these exclusions apply only
after a final adjudication of claims, and directors
and officers are entitled to an advancement of legal
costs to defend against any allegation of intentional
misconduct or fraud.

4. Give Notice Early and Often

If there is any possibility of a claim under your
D&O policy, consider giving notice now. Give notice through the insurance broker to all potentially
applicable insurance policies. Pay close attention to
any and all notice provisions contained in your insurance policies and comply with them. Insurance
companies routinely deny insurance coverage by
arguing that the policyholder did not furnish timely
notice. Do not let them. While examining the
nature of your claims and your liability insurance
policies is necessary, do not permit such review to
delay notice.

5. Continue to Protect D&O Insurance

When confronted with liabilities arising out of the
current financial crisis, continuing efforts to protect
the availability of liability insurance are crucial. Inhouse counsel and risk management personnel can
provide valuable counsel in interpreting existing
insurance policy exclusions and resolving insurance
disputes. Moreover, risk management teams should
pay close attention to D&O policy language when
renewing policies from year to year. As new trends
in the D&O market emerge, policyholders should
seek to improve the scope of their D&O policies
and avoid ambiguities. Take steps today to protect your D&O insurance. These five tips are a few
pointers for protecting your D&O liability insurance in the wake of the Great Recession. s
William G. Passannante, senior shareholder at
Anderson Kill & Olick, P.C., is co-chair of the firm’s
Insurance Recovery Group and a member of the
executive committee. Raymond A. Mascia Jr. is an
attorney in Anderson Kill’s New York office.

Third Party
Administrators
The New Target for
Insurer Claims?
By David E. Wood

R

arely are companies under more pressure to be
efficient, and to squeeze all available value out
of every business transaction, than in a troubled
economy. Risk-shifting transactions between an
insurance company and a policyholder — i.e., buying insurance — are no exception. Once the scope
of coverage is agreed upon and the premiums are
paid, many insurance companies look for ways to
increase value for their shareholders by reviewing
claims with extra scrutiny. Policyholders know to
expect this from certain insurers, whose corporate
culture is to contest coverage wherever possible.
But even aggressive carriers can’t and don’t decline
every claim. Paying claims is the insurance company’s
job. It is what the insurance company holds out as its
value proposition to its customers. When a policyholder submits a clearly covered claim, the insurer
has few legitimate opportunities to garner a discount
to reduce the carrier’s financial obligation. Yet, as
insurance companies work to be more efficient on the
pricing side of their business, and must pay obviously
covered claims to be competitive, they look for other
avenues of generating additional value. Under the
press of a down economy, insurers may look outside
the insurance policy to enhance their value.
The Great Recession is witnessing an uptick in litigation aimed at shifting otherwise covered losses to
third parties who are strangers to the insurance contract. Insurance companies are taking another look
at the duties of third-party administrators (TPAs),
asking whether breaches of TPAs’ professional standards of care may have contributed to a loss otherwise
covered by the carrier. The insurer’s objective often

is to interrupt the investigation and payment of an
otherwise covered claim, and to force the TPA (and its
professional liability carrier) to the bargaining table as
contributors when it comes time to pay the claim.
Corporate policyholders sometimes choose not to
purchase first-dollar commercial liability insurance
for high-frequency and generally low-severity claims
made against them, preferring to hire a TPA to adjust
such claims within a high self-insured retention over
which they purchase excess coverage. These policyholders, in effect, act as their own primary insurers,
delegating the actual claim handling to their TPAs.
When a covered claim exceeds the self-insured
retention and triggers the insurance policy, the
excess carrier may look for a way out of paying the
claim by shifting the loss to the insured’s TPA. The
insurer may contend that the TPA did not give it
timely notice of claim, or did not keep it adequately
informed of the claim’s progress before the selfinsured retention was exhausted, or failed to settle
the claim within the self-insured retention when it
had a chance. These arguments find their genesis
in the insured’s duties to give notice and to cooperate (found in most policies), or the duty to handle
claims in good faith (found in excess workers’
compensation policies), which the policyholder has
delegated to the TPA. Even though the TPA is an
agent for a disclosed principal (the policyholder),
the insurance company triangulates the claim administrator and the insured by complaining about
handling of a claim, hoping to avoid or reduce its
payment obligation.
Continued on page 20
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Finding Coverage for Wage
and Hour Class Actions
Better to Split Hairs, Than Pull Them
By David A. Shaneyfelt

W

age and hour class action lawsuits have been
the gold rush in employment law over the past
decade. Liquidated damages, punitive damages, huge attorney fee awards — combined with
lenient class requirements — have combined to
create a veritable stampede of class action lawsuits.
And what began in California has now spread elsewhere in the nation where similar conditions exist.
Employers have faced this rush, thinking their employment practices liability (EPL) insurance companies
would defend them against it. Alas, this is not always
so. Few letters are more sobering than the one an employer receives, after tendering a class action wage and
hour suit to its EPL insurance company, that says, “We
regret to inform you we have no obligation to defend
you against, or indemnify you for, this lawsuit.”
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But don’t take your insurance company’s word as
gospel. Insurance policy language is everything and
sometimes it’s not what your insurance company
wants you to believe.

Failure To Pay Overtime Wages

Often the heart of every class action wage and hour
suit is the claim that the employer has failed to pay
overtime wages as required by law. And it is this
claim that allows most EPL insurers to assert that
no coverage exists.
An exclusion in many employment practices liability
insurance policies is that no coverage exists for any
alleged violation of the federal “Fair Labor Standards
Act . . . or any similar provision of federal, state or
local statutory law or common law.” The Fair Labor

Standards Act (FLSA) tends to create three kinds of
liabilities for an employer: (1) failure to pay minimum wage, (2) failure to pay overtime wages and (3)
wrongful classification of an employee as an exempt
employee. A policyholder would be hard-pressed to
find coverage for any state or federal claim that alleged
any, and only, one of these three kinds of liabilities.
But note the limiting policy language apart from the
reference to the FLSA: “. . . any similar provision of
federal, state or local statutory law or common law.”
What is a “similar provision” of some non-FLSA law?
By its terms, “similar” should refer to laws that, like
the FLSA, also address minimum wage, overtime
wages, or wrongful classification of employees. And
that’s as far as that limitation should go. Not only is
this a reasonable construction of the policy language,
it is narrow in scope. Courts are clear that policy exclusions must be read narrowly and construed against
the insurance company that drafted them.
Thus, while the exclusion is bad news for a policyholder facing a claim for failure to pay overtime
wages, that news does not extend to the many other
so-called wage and hour claims that often appear
in wage and hour class actions that do not relate
to minimum wage, overtime wages, or wrongful classification of employees. For employers in
states such as California and Florida that have an
abundance of laws creating employment liability
for claims other than minimum wage, overtime, or
wrongful classification, this is very good news.

Non-FLSA-Type Claims

What, then, are non-FLSA-type claims? The California Labor Code offers several examples. Section
226 requires employers to provide accurate itemized wage statements. Mistakes in providing such
statements will subject the employer to a variety
of penalties. Section 2802 requires employers to
reimburse employees for all work-related expenses.
Failure to reimburse employees for uniforms,
equipment, or mileage could subject an employer
to other claims and penalties. Section 201 requires
timely payment of wages at termination and imposes “waiting time” penalties.
None of these claims are arguably excluded from
common EPL insurance policy language. In other
words, an insurance company arguably has a duty
to defend and indemnify an employer against such

claims. And, according to settled law, if the insurance
company has a duty to defend against one claim, it has
a duty to defend against all claims, covered or not.
The operative word is “arguably,” because this construction is largely untested in the courts. One California appellate court reached this conclusion, but
is “unpublished” and therefore without precedential
value in that state. See SWH Corp. v. Select Ins. Co.,
Cal. App. Unpub. LEXIS 8694 (2006). More helpful
is a recent decision from a California federal court
which also followed this same reasoning and found
such claims covered under the above policy language.
See California Dairies, Inc. v. RSUI Indemnity Co.,
2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 64049 (E.D. Cal. July 25, 2010).

Meal and Rest Breaks Claims

Another common wage and hour class claim is for
an employer’s failure to provide proper meal and
rest breaks for employees. The potential damages
are staggering when claims extend to large numbers of employees over a previous four-year period.
Two aspects about such claims present thorny coverage questions. First, are these claims “similar” to
FLSA claims? The court in California Dairies called
this a close question and said yes; the court in SWH
Corp. said no. No doubt further litigation of this
issue remains to be seen.
Second, are penalties imposed for missed rest and
meal breaks compensatory loss and therefore insurable damages? Insurance companies argue that such
penalties are excluded from coverage either because
they are “fines and penalties” of the kind generally
excluded from coverage, or because they amount to
“restitution” of wages, which is also non-insurable.
But au contraire. The fines and penalties excluded in
insurance policies are typically criminal-type penalties, which these are not. And liquidated damages for
missed meal or rest breaks is not “restitution,” because
the employer is not returning to the employee something it wrongfully kept, which is what makes restitution uninsurable. Thus, strong arguments can be
made for the coverage of missed meal or rest breaks.

Unfair Business Practice Claims

Wage and hour class actions in California typically
include a claim under section 17200 of the Business
Continued next page
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and Professions Code, which, essentially, allows
“unfair business practice” claims against employers for violations of the Labor Code. The inclusion
of such a claim is critical for insurance purposes,
because it tends to obligate the insurance company
to defend against the entire lawsuit. Such claims
are not FLSA-type claims that would be excluded
from coverage under standard policy language,
and, as noted, if an insurance company has a duty
to defend against this one claim, it has a duty to
defend against all claims, even non-covered FLSAtype claims.
The downside to section 17200 claims is that
remedies are generally limited to injunctive relief,
not money damages, and insurance generally only
covers money damages (absent, say, a definition of
“loss” to include defense costs to resist equitable
THIRD-PARTY ADMINISTRATORS... Continued from page 17

Common sense, not to mention custom and practice
in the insurance industry, suggests that the TPA owes
duties of care solely to its client, the policyholder — not
to the insurance company with which the TPA is not
in privity. In most states, breaches of duty to give notice
to and cooperate with the insurance company under
occurrence-based policies are valid coverage defenses
only when the insurer has been substantially prejudiced. So, if a TPA has been dilatory in giving notice
or by failing to cooperate, the policyholder would be
the only party with standing to recover the portion of
the loss that could have been avoided had notice been
timely and cooperation been above reproach.

Traditionally, subrogation was the only route by
which the insurance company could gain access to
the assets (and professional liability coverage) of the
TPA. The insurer would first pay the claim, becoming
subrogated to the policyholder’s right of action against
the TPA, then sue the TPA in the name of the insured.
The carrier could not compel the TPA and its malpractice insurer to participate in the process of settling
the original insurance claim the carrier received a premium to cover. Reallocation according to relative fault
was possible only after this process was concluded by
the insurance company’s payment of the claim. Nothing stood in the way of the policyholder’s recovery of
the covered claim from the insurer.
One court has now recognized a direct duty of care
running from the TPA to the insurance company, jeopardizing the policyholder’s ability to promptly recover a
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claims). This means class action settlements involving payment of money damages will be without
recourse to insurance proceeds, if section 17200 is
the sole basis for insurance defense. On the other
hand, a defense is better than no defense if no other
claims are available to trigger an insurance company’s defense or indemnity obligations.

Conclusion

In short, it pays to parse the language of the policy.
Wage and hour class actions may be covered under
some EPL insurance policies. And, even if damages
might not be covered, a defense of the suit might
be covered, and that in itself could be a substantial
benefit for the policyholder. s
David A. Shaneyfelt is a shareholder at Anderson
Kill Wood & Bender, P.C.

covered claim from its carrier. By asserting a direct malpractice claim against the TPA, the carrier can avoid
having to pay the claim (a condition precedent to being
subrogated to the insured’s rights of action), refusing
coverage based on the claim administrator’s alleged
mistakes. This gives the carrier a new way to avoid or
postpone payment of an otherwise covered claim by
involving a third party with whom it has no contractual
relationship. See National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh, PA v. Cambridge Integrated Services
Group, Inc. (2009) 171 Cal.App.4th 35.
With this case in hand, insurance companies are
demanding that TPAs and their carriers attend California mediations and settlement conferences ready
to contribute toward payment of covered claims. This
disrupts contractual relationships between TPAs and
their corporate clients, and allows insurers to avoid
covering risks they were paid to assume. The best way
to avoid shifting to TPAs the coverage obligations of
their clients’ carriers is for administrator and client to
foster a strong relationship impervious to triangulation by an insurer. This way, if there is ever an issue
about how a claim was handled, it can be resolved
privately between client and TPA, without cutting off
the client’s insurance company’s duty to pay the policyholder’s loss sooner rather than later. s
David E. Wood is a senior shareholder in Anderson
Kill Wood & Bender, P.C. in Ventura, California,
where he limits his practice to representing policyholders adverse to insurance companies.

Severability Clauses
Protection From
Your Additional-Insureds
By Joseph G. Balice

It is easier to guard against
an enemy than against a
friend.
—Alcmaeon (501–600 BC)

I

n many states, policyholders
feel the same way about their
additional insureds who
undermine insurance coverage by engaging in excluded
conduct. The modern trend,
however, enforces the severability
clause to protect negligent policyholders from losing
coverage because of the intentional misconduct of
their additional insureds. States following the modern trend recently added another jurisdiction to their
roster in an important decision for policyholders.

The Problem

Most comprehensive general liability insurance
policies have an “intentional acts exclusion” for
claims for “bodily injury or property damage which
is expected or intended by an insured or which is
the foreseeable result of an act or omission intended by an insured.” As one might expect, these
exclusions bar coverage for claims arising out of
intentional misconduct. To be excluded, the claim
must be for bodily injury or property damage that
either (1) an insured actually intended to cause
or (2) was the foreseeable result of something the
insured intentionally did. While many states have
common law or statutory rules against insuring
intentional misconduct, this standard policy language builds on those rules by excluding a broader
range of claims.

The problem for policyholders is that, in many
states, they can lose insurance coverage under this
exclusion because of intentional misconduct committed by their additional insureds. The exclusion
bars coverage for the intentional harm caused by an
insured, as opposed to the insured. Courts typically
construe this language to mean that if the damage or injury was intended by any insured, then no
insured under the policy is covered.

The Severability Question

Another common provision in liability policies is
what’s known as a “severability” clause, providing that
“This insurance applies separately to each insured.
This condition will not increase [the insurance company’s] limit of liability for any one occurrence.” Insurance companies argue (and courts in many states,
including South Dakota, Maryland, Hawaii, Ohio,
Minnesota, New Jersey and Colorado agree) that this
provision simply entitles each insured to equal access
to the full limits of the policy and has no effect on the
intentional acts exclusion. Policyholders, however,
point out that the clause speaks to “this insurance” in
its entirety, and not just the limits, arguing that coverage for each insured must be judged independently
of that provided to additional insureds. The modern
trend (including Massachusetts, Florida, Kansas and
Wisconsin) has adopted this reasoning. The California Supreme Court recently addressed this question
in a case called Minkler v. Safeco Insurance Company
of America, which helps explain how this modern
trend developed.

The Minkler Decision

In 2003, Scott Minkler filed a lawsuit alleging that
David Schwartz sexually molested him and that
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Betty Schwartz, David’s mother, negligently failed
to prevent the molestation. Betty tendered the lawsuit to Safeco, her homeowner’s insurance carrier,
which denied the claim on the ground that even
though Betty was merely negligent in allowing the
molestation to take place in her home, David (also
insured under the policy as a relative of Betty’s living in the home) intended to harm Minkler. Betty
assigned her insurance claim to Minkler, who sued
the insurance company, arguing that the severability clause precluded Safeco from denying Betty coverage because of David’s intentional misconduct.

“

If the meaning
of an insurance policy
provision is clear, then it
means what it says.
But, if the policy language
is ambiguous, courts
protect a policyholder’s
objectively reasonable
expectations.

”

After the trial court dismissed the case, the case
finally reaching the California Supreme Court on
this question:
Where a contract of liability insurance covering multiple insureds contains a severability clause, does an exclusion barring coverage for injuries arising out of the intentional
acts of “an insured” bar coverage for a claim
that one insured negligently failed to prevent the intentional acts of another insured?
The Supreme Court held that it did not (not in
California and the other modern trend states, at
least), because the policy was ambiguous. If the
meaning of an insurance policy provision is clear,
then it means what it says. But, if the policy language is ambiguous, courts protect a policyholder’s
objectively reasonable expectations. Ambiguous
coverage limitations are narrowly construed against
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the insurance company, because they have effective
control over drafting the language. The court decided that the policy was unclear whether the severability clause applied only to the limits of insurance
or to the entire policy, and that it was reasonable
for the policyholder to expect to be covered for her
independent negligent conduct, irrespective of her
additional insured’s intentional misconduct.
Three important caveats bear noting. First, the
decision is limited to policyholders who are found
liable for their own negligence and does not address cases where the policyholder is vicariously
liable for the intentional acts of the other insured.
Second, the holding is limited to the specific
language used in the Safeco policy, with the court
implying that the result could be different if the
policy excluded intentional harm caused by any insured, as opposed to an insured. Finally, the court
noted that every policy is different, and in each case
the exclusionary language must be independently
examined to determine how the severability clause
affects coverage for the insureds. Policyholders
should also be aware that this decision looks at the
intentional acts exclusion in the insurance policy,
and that public policy or statutory prohibitions on
the insurability of intentional acts are governed by
different rules.
Nevertheless, this decision brings California
into the minority of states holding that severability clauses apply to more than just the limits
of insurance, and, when the stars align correctly,
help protect policyholders from their additional
insureds’ misconduct. s
Joseph G. Balice is an attorney at Anderson Kill
Wood & Bender, P.C.

Serving in Ventura, Sacramento and Afghanistan,

Senior Counsel Jeff Gorell

Serves His Firm, His State and His Nation

O

ur own Jeff Gorell, senior counsel at Anderson Kill Wood & Bender, serves the clients of
our firm, serves the people of California in the
state assembly and serves the American people as a
senior intelligence officer in the United States Navy
on duty in Afghanistan.
We are very proud to have Jeff as a member of our
team at Anderson Kill Wood & Bender. We also
are proud of his service to his community, to the
state of California and to the nation. All of us at
the firm consider public service to be part of our
daily duties, but few can match the sacrifices made
by Jeff Gorell.
Gorell’s adult life has been lived in the public sector. Gorell worked for former California Gov. Pete
Wilson as a speech writer. After Gov. Wilson left
office, Gorell served the California Manufacturers
and Technology Association in Sacramento.

While practicing law and awaiting with wife Laura
the birth of their first child together, Gorell campaigned for the 37th assembly seat, which covers a
large portion of Ventura County.
All polls showed Gorell with a substantial lead. The
stage was set. His hard work and the efforts of his
campaign staff were paying off.
And then, on the eve of the election, the Navy ordered him to report for duty on March 18, 2011.
Gorell shook off the shock and won the election by
nearly 20 points. Indications are that his margin of
victory actually grew after the announcement he
was being called to active duty.
Jeff never asked the Navy for dispensation, nor was
any forthcoming. “I made a commitment to serve
and I will serve,” he said.

He came home to Ventura County where he served
as a prosecutor in the office of the District Attorney
from 1999 until 2006. Long a member of the United
States Navy Reserve, he was called to active duty in
Afghanistan in 2004.

Gorell’s team worked furiously to set up the office for
his departure from Sacramento. He can neither introduce legislation nor vote while he is out of the state,
according to California law. But his office can and does
operate. Other legislators are carrying his bills forward.

He later joined the Anderson Kill Wood & Bender
office. Adding huge value for the firm’s insurance
recovery clients needing to interface effectively
with government, Gorell brought to the table his
strategic legal and political experience in large land
development, agriculture, health care and energy
issues and projects.

He will return to Sacramento and Anderson Kill
Wood & Bender in March of 2012. “We couldn’t be
prouder of Jeff and his commitment to the people
of his district, the state of California and the citizens of the United States. It is an honor to have him
as a member of our firm,” shareholders David E.
Wood and David P. Bender Jr. said. s
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HOT TOPICS TO WATCH IN THE COMING MONTHS

This past February 2011, the Maryland Court of Appeals
found in Sherwood Brands, Inc. v. Great American Ins. Co.,
418 Md. 300 (Md. 2011) that the notice-prejudice rule
applied to every late notice of claim, even under claimsmade-and-reported policies.
There, policyholder Sherwood Brands bought a claimsmade-and-reported policy from Great American
Insurance Company with a period of May 1, 2007–
May 1, 2008. The policy covered claims (lawsuits,
demand, etc.) made against the policyholder as long as
(1) the claim was made against the insured during the
policy period, and (2) the claim was reported to the
insurance company within 90 days after the end of the
policy period. Sherwood was sued in December 2007
(within the policy period), but failed to notify Great
American until October 2008, about two months after
the end of the reporting window.
Maryland Code (1997, 2006 Repl. Vol.), Insurance
Article section 19-10 provides that “[a]n insurer may
disclaim coverage on a liability insurance policy on the
ground that the insured . . . has breached the policy . . .
by not giving the insurer required notice only if the
insurer establishes . . . that the lack of . . . notice has
resulted in actual prejudice to the insurer.” In Sherwood
Brands, the Maryland Court of Appeals revisited the
history of the notice-prejudice rule under Maryland law,
including the development of this statutory language.
The court noted that while the requirement that a
claim be made against the policyholder during the
policy period was a condition precedent to coverage,
the statute characterized the policyholder’s promise to
a timely report of the claim as a covenant that could
be “breached” within the provisions of the statute.
The court found that, even under a claims-made-andreported policy, the statute required that the insurance
company demonstrate prejudice before denying the
claim based on late notice, as long as the claim itself was
made against the policyholder during the policy period.

Excess Insurance: Exhaustion Provisions
Excess insurers are fighting hard to persuade courts to construe exhaustion provisions as to eliminate coverage where
the policyholder compromises its claim under the primary
policy. In Qualcomm v. Lloyd’s et al. (2008) 161 Cal.App.4th
184, policyholder Qualcomm settled a coverage dispute
with its primary insurer over a loss spanning the primary
and excess layers. Under the settlement, the primary paid
less than its policy limits and Qualcomm paid the difference between the settlement amount and the primary limits
out of pocket. Qualcomm then sought coverage for the
rest of its loss under its Lloyd’s excess policy. Lloyd’s denied
coverage, pointing to its exhaustion provision requiring
the underlying insurer to pay its full limits before Lloyd’s’
duty to pay arose. The California Court of Appeal upheld
this result, based on the excess policy’s “clear and explicit”
requirement that the primary insurer actually pay the full
policy limit before triggering excess coverage.
A recent Seventh Circuit decision underscores the importance of analyzing the excess insurer’s exhaustion provision
before compromising primary limits. In Trinity Homes
LLC v. Ohio Casualty Ins. Co., 629 F.3d 653 (7th Cir. 2010),
the excess insurer’s exhaustion provision was less precise
than the Lloyd’s clause in Qualcomm about who could pay
the primary limits and still trigger excess insurance. There,
the exhaustion provision in a commercial general liability
(CGL) policy conditioned excess coverage on “the insured
being legally obligated to pay as damages” in excess of
the underlying insurance. When the policyholder settled
with its primary insurer for less than limits, excess carrier
Cincinnati Insurance Company denied coverage because
the primary insurer had not actually paid its limits, and
Trinity Homes was not entitled to pay the difference
between the settlement with the primary carrier and primary limits and still trigger excess coverage.

Nationwide, insurance companies cry foul when they
learn of a late claim, even where they would have denied
coverage on other grounds anyway. The Sherwood
Brands decision stands for a more equitable result for the
policyholder. s

In response to Qualcomm and Trinity Homes, excess
insurers are rewriting their exhaustion provisions to
condition coverage upon an actual, cash payment by the
primary insurer of its entire limits. The effect is to preclude compromises of coverage disputes with underlying
carriers, lest this defeat a condition precedent to excess
insurance. In an age in which voluminous reservations of
rights from primary insurers in complex claims can be de
rigueur, policyholders have to be mindful of the potential
consequences of settling coverage disputes with these carriers: loss of excess insurance. s
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